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ABSTRACT  
Transmission system is one of the most important systems in every automobile that has a significant impact on their efficiency. 
Great automakers have considered Continuous Variable Transmission (CVT) systems as a superior transmission systems. Metal 
pushing belt and variable pulleys is one of the most popular kinds of CVT that uses in the automobiles widely because it can cause 
to better acceleration because of higher low ratio and better fuel consumption because of less over drive ratio. This paper shows 
how replacement of CVT with MT can affect in various specification of a certain vehicle (the Saipa Pride 131); in this regard 
torque ratio, output revolution, driving force, car acceleration and fuel consumption in the target car equipped by CVT are 
compared with the car equipped by MT system. Afterwards, a new mechanism for planetary gearbox of CVT is designed and its 
effect on expanding of range of torque ratio and improvement of car acceleration is discussed. CVT with the new mechanism can 
expand the range of torque ratio up to 10.58 % and increase start up acceleration up to 92 % compared with the conventional MT.  
Keywords: CVT, car acceleration, fuel consumption, new mechanism, planetary gearbox, Pride with CVT  

1. INTRODUCTION  
1.1. Various Types of Transmission Systems 
Nowadays, Automaker Companies produce different kinds of transmission systems around which can be divided into two 
main groups: the first group is manual transmissions in which drivers have to use 3 pedals to control the vehicle and the 
second group is various technologies which need just 2 pedals in order to transmit power. Some transmission systems 
include AMT1, DCT2, Step AT3 and CVT4. As shown in figure 1 [1], the production rate and the people's interest in 
various types of power transmission systems vary in different parts of world. However, studies show that CVT is 
becoming major transmission in Japan and increasingly used in North America and BRIC (Brazil, Russia, India and 
China), so there is a big opportunity for automakers to proceed towards CVT production. 

 
 

 Figure 1: Global Transmission Volume 
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1 Automatic Manual Transmission 
2 Double Clutch Transmission  
3 Automatic Transmission  
4 Continuously Variable Transmission   

1.2. CVT Advantages  
The most important factors causing CVT has been regarded as the superior power transmission system are:  
 CVT can create continuous torque ratio that leads to continuous force, which transmit from engine to wheels and 

thus the shift shock has been removed.  
 Wider torque ratio can be created by using of CVT rather than manual transmission or even automatic 

transmission.[2]  
 Due to larger low ratio, CVT can provide a more powerful acceleration. Moreover application of CVT leads to more 

fuel consumption due to less overdrive ratio.  
 The car acceleration at start-up status can be improved because of torque converter in comparison to MT and DCT.  
 CVT makes smooth start-up in comparison with MT and DCT due to usage of torque converter.  
 With removing shift shock and therefore reducing time in changing the vehicle speed, the car acceleration has been 

improved at any desired interval.  
 Continuous transmission of power avoids additional engine rotation during the ratio changing in ordinary gearbox 

and so fuel consumption is improved.  
 CVT can adapt to external load continuously so the engine can operate along the optimum efficiency curve, thus it 

can minimize fuel consumption.  
1.3. Improvement the Efficiency of the Target Car and the Designed CVT  
Regarding to whatever were mentioned in the previous section, automakers will be able to improve the efficiency of their 
production, if they can equip them with CVT and afterwards they can increase the CVT efficiency with improving its 
mechanism, components efficiency, control strategies, etc. In this regard in order to improve the efficiency of a specific 
car (that is considered Pride 131) we replace its manual power transmission system with a designed CVT. This 
replacement occurs without any changes in the car specification such as gear ratio, critical load, etc. and the car 
component such as differential or axle shaft. This process is revealed in reference number [4] and its effects on the 
various aspects of the car functions are examined in this paper in sections number 2 to 6. These effects are:  
 The effect of CVT on torque ratio range  
 The output angular speed that is created by CVT is compared with output angular speed that is created by manual 

transmission.  
 The driving force variation, which transfers from engine to wheels, is compared between CVT and MT.  
 The effect of CVT on fuel consumption  
 As the next step automakers can improve the efficiency and performance of the CVT itself. Many research has been 

done in this field and introduced different ways. The most important ones are:  
 Reducing friction between belt and pulley surface  
 Structure correction such as its mechanism to create wider ratio range or transmit larger torque  
 Optimizing components such as pomp to work by less power and supply oil pressure line accurately[3]  
 Improving control strategy to make it simpler, more accurate and reducing pulleys reaction time to adapt to external 

load  
It should be noted that increasing the ratio range is effective in increasing fuel economy when driving at relatively high 
speeds without much stopping and starting, while reducing friction is effective when driving at relatively low speeds with 
repeated stop and goes. [2]  In this paper we use the second approach to increase the efficiency of the designed CVT with 
introducing a new planetary gear mechanism in order to expand the CVT ratio range. Then we examine its effects on 
improvement of car acceleration in comparison with the car with conventional CVT5. 

2. THE EFFECT OF CVT ON THE RANGE OF TORQUE RATIO  
As it was mentioned in introduction, a CVT was designed for the target car (Figure 2) by considering its specifications 
such as torque ratio in order to avoid change in other components. [4]  the CVT which is used in current automobiles 
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Figure 2: CVT components designed for the target car 

1. Thus, attempt to create a torque ratio close to primary gear ratio at the target car; but with consideration of some 
constraints such as creating suitable backward ratio or low ratio to overcome critical load in launching the car, the 
overdrive ratio becomes slightly greater than it was being expected. However, this can decrease the efficiency of CVT -
because the greater overdrive ratio, the more fuel will be consumed- other benefits of CVT makes it more advantageous 
compared with MT which are explained in the following sections. The CVT ratio range and the MT gear ratios are 
compared in figure 3. In fact, the gear shift scheme which is assumed for the MT is the status in which the driver changes 
the gear ratio when the engine rotation comes to 2500 rpm and then when he changes the gear ratio the engine rotation 
fall down about 500 rpm and it rise up again till 2500 rpm before the next change in gear ratio. The gear shift scheme 
which is used for CVT is the control strategy in which the pulleys make the similar gear ratio with the manual 
transmission at the same vehicle speed and same engine rotation.  
Figure 3: CVT and MT ratio range  

3. THE EFFECT OF CVT ON OUTPUT REVOLUTION  
CVT can create a continuous output rotation plotted in figure 4 according to  
1. the belt No.P811 specification [5] that is selected for the designed CVT,  
2. the reduction gear ratio obtained in reference number [4],  
3. using the introduced control strategy for the desinged CVT 
 

 
Figure 4: CVT output angular speed diagram 

Output angular speed that is obtained by its original manual transmission is discrete and if it is assumed that between 
each gear change, the output revolution falls down about 500 rpm, its output angular speed diagram based on reference 
number [6] will be similar to a diagram which is shown in figure 5:  
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Figure 5: CVT output angular speed in comparison with MT output angular speed in the target car 

It should be noted that by removing the decreasing steps in output revolution via using CVT, the car acceleration and fuel 
consumption can be improved which are examined in the following sections.  

4. CVT EFFECT ON DRIVING FORCE  
The main reason that causes shift shock at automobiles is separating the engine from wheels and coupling them again 
with transmission system. Thus, it leads to fall and rise in driving force and output revolution, when the gear ratio has to 
change. By using CVT, the car does not need using clutch during change in gear ratio anymore and torque ratio varies 
continuously; therefore, driving force is exerted from engine to wheels through CVT without any discrete. In this 
condition, the driving force is obtained at the target car and compared approximately with manual transmission in figure 
6. The driving force has been obtained by using output torque; for example, the start-up driving force that is created by 
CVT and torque converter is obtained as follows: 

                                                                (1) 

 
Figure 6: CVT driving force in comparison with MT driving force in the target car 

5. EXAMINATION OF CVT EFFECT ON CAR ACCELERATION WITHOUT CONSIDERATION OF TORQUE 
CONVERTER 
It should be noted that CVT could improve the acceleration in three ways 
 Reducing the length of time to reach specific speed that is examined in this section 
 Using the torque converter and increases in initial torque for launching 
 Increasing the initial torque by expanding low ratio of transmission system 

Due to continuous changes in torque ratio and thus driving force, length of time to reach the specific speed is reduced; 
therefore, the acceleration is improved. Based on experimental data, the target car with manual transmission can reach 
the velocity of 100 Km/h at forth gear in 14 seconds, move in a road whose slope is zero, the acceleration is obtained as 
follows: 
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                                                       (2) 
It should be noted that the vehicle speed is estimated with a parabolic function that is shown in figure 6 because 
 According to figure 6, the driving force reduces with time and so the acceleration function must be descending. This 

descending acceleration can be obtained by parabolic function. 
 Reaching the end of the time interval, the driving force decreases while opposing forces such as the force of air 

resistance increases; therefore, the speed is almost close to a constant speed; thus, the acceleration is close to zero; 
then, derivative of velocity or the velocity curve slope must be close to zero. 

The total time for gear changing from the first gear until fourth and returning the engine revolution to pre-revolution is 3 
seconds, after changing each gear, in the manual transmission of target car by a professional driver, and reducing this 
time from total time for CVT, considering the continuous change in ratio, the acceleration for the target car equipped 
with CVT is obtained as follow (Figure 7) 

                                                (3) 

 
Figure 7: velocity diagram for MT in comparison with CVT 

That is to say, the car acceleration can be improved 27.26% by using CVT in the selected interval. It is noticeable that 
this percentage represents the effect of continuous ratio range created by CVT or in other words the effect of shift shock 
elimination; it should be noted that the effect of the torque converter on improving acceleration has not been examined in 
the above section.  

6. CVT EFFECT ON FUEL CONSUMPTION  
Recent studies show that CVT can decrease the fuel consumption from 5% to 15% in comparison with AT and MT. For 
example, Toyota Corolla Axio with CVT realizes a 5.5% fuel consumption benefit compared with their manual 
counterpart. [7] The ideal situation for cars is having maximum power of engine for different revolution or in other 
words, in order to minimize the fuel consumption, the engine must operate along the optimum efficiency curve in the 
engine performance map in bsfc5F6 diagram while satisfying the driver's demand for power [3]. that is shown as 
schematic diagram in figure 8. 
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Figure 8: bsfc schematic diagram and optimum efficiency curve 

In this regard, as shown in bsfc of target car (Pride) which is gained practically in Mega Motor Company in figure 9 [9], 
CVT by using continuously variable ratio is able to select and utilize the most engine-energy efficient zone compared with 
transmission using fixed gear ratio. [1] 
Brake Specific Fuel Consumption 

 
Figure 9: Pride CVT performance zone at bsfc diagram 

As mentioned in reference number [8], considering various parameters such as car acceleration, maximum speed, 
engine revolution, difference from ideal power, fuel consumption, etc., an optimizing algorithm has been designed. 
The algorithm that is obtained by Box or complex method can minimize the difference between generative power in 
manual transmission and ideal engine power. This comparison shows that unlike the CVT in manual transmission 
system, the generative power can be close to ideal engine power just at low ratios but in CVT, it can be close to 
efficiency curve throughout the entire ratio interval. Thus, CVT should reduce fuel consumption more than MT. To 
examine this issue, in reference number [9], the CVT is theoretically placed instead of MT in the target car (Pride) 
and then Pfiffner method is considered for CVT performance, which optimizes it. In this paper, by using Quasi-static 
binary genetic algorithm method, the fuel consumption was obtained at NEDC standard cycle. NEDC cycle as the 
standard criteria is used for measuring the amount of pollutants and fuel consumption in light passenger vehicles in many 
countries including Iran. This cycle that is applied to vehicle by using chassis dynamometer in the laboratory, according 
to figure 10, consists of two areas; the ECE region that is used for urban driving and EUDC that is used for road driving. 
[9] 

 
Figure 10: NEDC cycle 
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By examining various time intervals, as it is obtained theoretically and shown in figure 11 and figure 12 [9], that CVT 
can reduce fuel consumption more than MT at any desired time interval by performing close to optimum efficiency curve; 
however, in some intervals MT can be close to this curve, this is temporary. 

 
Figure 11: Fuel consumption in the target car (Pride) equipped with CVT and MT in accelerate from rest to 16 km/h 

 
Figure 12: Fuel consumption in the target car (Pride) equipped with CVT and MT in accelerate from 50 Km/h to 70 

km/h 
Furthermore, in reference number [10], the fuel consumption is compared between the CVT and MT in the target car 
(pride). Nevertheless, in the paper number [10] in order to consider some dynamics limitations of the transmission system 
such as CVT restrictions and delay of engine in response to the variation of gas pedal, the dynamic approach is used. The 
result for the previous time interval has been obtained and it is shown in table 1: 
  

Table 1: calculation of fuel consumption in the target car (Pride) equipped by CVT, MT and the percentage value of 
reduction in the fuel consumption by using of CVT 

 

7. EXPANDING TORQUE RATIO BY DESIGNING A NEW MECHANISM FOR PLANETARY GEARBOX OF 
CVT IN THE TARGET CAR  
Two types of clutch are used in a planetary gearbox 
 Fix Clutch (FC): In this type, the plate discs are connected to the fixed body directly; thus, it can fix a component in 

the transmission system.  
 Rotor Clutch (RC): This type of clutch does not fix any component but the plate discs are placed into a drum and 

when the clutch engages, just two components connect together.  
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As it is described in the reference number [4], in the mechanism of planetary gearbox, that is used in the current CVT, a 
Fix clutch and a rotor clutch are used to change car status between forward, backward and neutral. The fix clutch that is 
called Reverse Brake can fix the planetary carrier to the fixed body of planetary gearbox and make the reverse rotation. 
The rotor clutch that is called Forward Clutch can fix the sun gear to the flywheel, thus it transmits the revolution of 
engine directly. As it is mentioned in paper number [4], the most important advantage of this mechanism is that just two 
clutches are required to control the planetary gearbox and switch between three various statuses. Furthermore, this 
mechanism can satisfy the required torque ratio for the target car. Its schematic mechanism is shown in figure 13: 

 
Figure 13: mechanism of current planetary gearbox in CVT 

Actually, in this mechanism the first state, that is introduced in table 2[4], is used for the backward status and transfer of 
direct revolution is used for the forward status.  

Table 2: six various states can be created by planetary gearbox 

 
But as it is shown in figure 14, in the new mechanism by using two bands in order to connect the ring gear and the carrier 
to the fixed body and two rotor clutches in order to connect the ring gear and the carrier to the flywheel, we can create the 
first state of table 2 for the backward status and the third state for the forward status. The specifications of this mechanism 
are:  
 Control of two bands is simple and thus they do not complicate the mechanism and hydraulic control circuit.  
 As it is calculated in the following, this mechanism can improve the low ratio and the overdrive ratio that 

respectively cause better acceleration and fuel consumption. 

 
Figure 14: mechanism of new planetary gearbox for CVT 

It is noteworthy that when band 1 and RC 2 are engaged, the ring gear is fixed and the carrier (arm) transfers revolution; 
thus, the forward status is created. On the other hand, when band 2 and RC 1 are engaged, the carrier is fixed and the 
ring gear transfers revolution. Therefore, the backward status is created. It should be noted that in both status, the 
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planetary gearbox reduces the torque ratio. Butthe reduction gear that is placed after the planetary gearbox [4] provides 
the remaining ratio.. As it is shown in figure 3, the ratio range in the target car equipped by MT is between 0.692-3.454 
and the backward ratio is 3.583; but in Pride equipped by CVT with the conventional planetary gearbox, the ratio range 
(without considering the torque converter) is between 0.864-3.454 and the backward ratio has to be 3.2 [4].  The forward 
ratio and the backward ratio in the new planetary gearbox are obtained as follows. It should be noted that the number of 
planetary gear teeth that are calculated in paper number [4] are used: 

 
Therefore, the reduction gear ratio is obtained as follows 

 
As result of this mechanism, the overdrive ratio improves 5.58% in comparison with the overdrive ratio of MT in fifth 
gear. These changes are shown in figure 15: 

 
Figure 15: ratio range compares between MT and new designed CVT 
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It should be noted that the automakers can modify the ratio range to create an ideal ratio range in order to obtain 
acceleration that is more powerful or better fuel consumption depending on application of vehicle and taste of customers.  
Unlike the previous mechanism of CVT, in this mechanism, the MT backward ratio can be created; in this status the 
pulleys ratio is: 

 
In accordance with the above calculations, the ratio range that is produced at the conventional CVT, which has been 
designed in paper number [4] and the CVT with the new mechanism of planetary gearbox is compared in Figure 16: 

 
Figure 16: comparison of ratio range between conventional CVT and new CVT 

8. EXAMINING THE EFFECT OF NEW CVT ON CAR ACCELERATION IN COMPARISON WITH 
CONVENTIONAL CVT BY CONSIDERING TORQUE CONVERTER  
In the current CVT, the torque converter is locked when the speed is more than about 20 Km/h [11], thus for speeds 
before 20 Km/h, the torque converter can increase the torque of power transmission system to improve the startup 
acceleration. The startup torque by considering the effect of the torque converter and the low ratio created by new 
planetary gearbox is: 

 
It should be noted that the mass is obtained by considering the baggage and full fuel tank. Thus, the percentage of the 
torque converter and the low ratio expansion impact on the total acceleration can be obtained as follows 

 
Therefore, the improvement of startup acceleration by the new CVT in comparison to MT in the target car is equal to: 

 

9. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION  
This paper introduces different areas such as car acceleration, fuel consumption, driving force, etc. that CVT can impact 
on and calculate these effects in a certain car (Pride) by using a pre-designed CVT instead of MT in the car. The effects of 
continuous adoption with external loads and elimination of shift shocks on the car acceleration and the fuel consumption 
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in the target car equipped with CVT instead of the conventional MT has been examined and mentioned that CVT can 
reduce fuel consumption about 17 % at start-up and 1.5 % at high speed in this car. Furthermore, a new mechanism has 
been designed for the planetary gearbox in CVT. It revealed how the mechanism can expand the ratio range in 
comparison with current CVT. Also, it implies how it can improve start-up acceleration about 92 % and 0-100 Km/h 
acceleration about 27% in comparison with MT. Improving fuel consumption by reducing overdrive ratio is another effect 
of this new mechanism.  

10. CONCLUSIONS  
According to this paper, CVT is an ideal transmission system for vehicles which can on the one hand make bigger 
opportunity for automakers to improve their potential customers as well as improving the efficiency of their automobiles, 
firstly by equipping their current products with CVT instead of MT, and secondly by designing new products equipped 
with high efficient CVT; and on the other hand, CVT is a more environmentally friendly transmission system compared 
with the other kinds of transmission systems and it can help reduce air pollution. Furthermore, this paper reveals that this 
system can ameliorate even more by improving its mechanism and probably designing a new generation of it in the 
future.  
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